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No party emerges with much credit from the general election, writes Robin Pettitt. Theresa May is diminished and
she may not survive for long, even with the support of the DUP. Jeremy Corbyn captured 29 more seats but still lost
the election, and his personal standing with voters remains poor and his problems with the parliamentary Labour
party are unlikely to go away. The Lib Dems’ desire for a second referendum, meanwhile, has not chimed with the
public.
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Theresa May’s gamble in calling an early election – like Cameron’s Brexit gamble – has misfired spectacularly.
Considering that the Conservative campaign, at least at first, was heavily focussed on May The Leader (‘Theresa
May’s team’) and that the Conservative party is ruthless in dealing with leaders who fail to win, May’s tenure at
Number 10 is likely to come to a messy end in the not too distant future. Having thrown away a double-digit poll lead
during a campaign that was based on May’s ability to provide ‘strong and stable’ leadership, the blame will be laid
squarely at May’s door, and the life expectancy of her leadership has been drastically cut.
May’s ‘coalition of chaos’ is looking like it may indeed come to be – albeit not quite the way she meant it. Whether
May forms a coalition with the Democratic Unionist Party or brokers a more informal arrangement, it is unlikely to be
anything approaching ‘strong and stable’.
Jeremy Corbyn has yet again proven his detractors wrong, winning 29 more seats than Ed Miliband managed in
2015. What this means for the long term future of Corbyn’s leadership and the future trajectory of the Labour party is
incredibly difficult to predict. The fact remains that while Labour under Corbyn has not suffered the catastrophic
defeat feared by many in the parliamentary party, his personal standing with voters remained unimpressive. Yes, the
negative views of his potential as a Prime Minister did lessen, but even at the end of the campaign May still outdid
Corbyn. In the long term, it is likely that this result will be seen as being down to May’s failures, rather than Corbyn’s
successes.
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What changed during the campaign was not Corbyn – who has arguably not changed that much in political terms for
decades. His consistency, innate honesty and earnestness seem to have become a strength, but his personal views
are still not that popular with many voters. Rather, what changed drastically was May’s image as a strong and
consistent leader. Repeated u-turns contrasted badly with the ‘strong and stable’ slogan. So while Corbyn has
certainly proven himself an assured and convincing campaigner, his perceived suitability for the role as Prime
Minister is still very much in doubt. This will probably in due course return as a problem for his leadership and for the
future of the Labour party.
The Liberal Democrats, meanwhile, have not been able to draw on anti-Brexit sentiment to the extent they hoped. It
seems that many Remainers have generally accepted Brexit, but were not happy about May’s hard version of it. The
party will probably have to take a hard look at their stance on Brexit. This result seems to have been a rejection of
one version of Brexit – rather than a rejection of Brexit as a whole, as the Liberal Democrats were advocating
through their backing for a second referendum.
Finally, as May never tired of reminding us, the Brexit negotiations are due to begin in 10 days’ time. It looks very
unlikely that the next UK government is going to go to Brussels with a strong mandate for any particular version of
Brexit. This will only serve to make an already profoundly complicated process even more difficult. On a personal
note, I will probably hold off on updating my British politics teaching materials for a while longer.
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